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the movie which is scheduled to hit the screens in april next year is arindhan agnihotri’s thirumangai. the actor is playing m. s. dhoni and it is produced by prabhu solomon. the script of the movie is being written by arindhan agnihotri. m.s. dhoni: the untold story (tamil) (2016)
movie is directed by neeraj pandey and produced by arun pandey,fox star studios. the film stars sushant singh rajput,herry tangri,fawad khan,kiara advani,disha patani,anupam kher,bhumika chawla,rajesh sharma.the music of m. dhoni: the untold story is composed by amaal

mallik,rochak kohli and sanjoy chowdhury. m.s. dhoni: the untold story (tamil) (2016) film directed by neeraj pandey and produced by arun pandey,fox star studios.m. dhoni: the untold story (tamil) (2016) star cast sushant singh rajput,herry tangri,fawad khan,kiara
advani,disha patani,anupam kher,bhumika chawla,rajesh sharma.the music of m. dhoni: the untold story is composed by amaal mallik,rochak kohli and sanjoy chowdhury. the movie, which traces dhonis rise from obscurity to becoming one of the most successful indian

captains of all time, is also being released in tamil, telugu and marathi dubbed versions, seemingly in an attempt to tap into the indian odi captains massive fan-following in these regions. tamil nadu, in particular, holds dhoni in high regard as they took him as one of their own
during his highly successful tenure as captain of indian premier league (ipl) side chennai super kings. as per the latest survey, the hindi version has even beat the recently released vivek agnihotris blockbuster gully boy, which has created a record for hindi songs by scoring

over 62 crore in three weeks and has minted about 62.03 crore worldwide, from its estimated cost of about 80 crore. the tamil version has gone on to mint around rs 6 crore. the hindi version, directed by neeraj pandey, has sushant singh rajput playing the role of india's most
successful sportsman.
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the hindi version has also been well received by critics as well as the public. bhagwant das from mumbai mirror says, "from the first frame to the final note, you can feel the journey of a lifetime being narrated to you.
simply put, a brilliant, touching, immersive, thrilling and heart-warming journey. it is the kind of cinema that doesn't show the greatness of ms dhoni, it lets you see it in his eyes. it's a film that makes you feel the pain
of his loss, the thrill of his success and the happiness of his victories." "this is not a biopic. the real sushant doesn't act, he talks. there's no way you can pull off ms dhonis life in less than 3 hours. his life is a full-length

play. the film is a must-watch." also, in a review for the indian express, the critic wrote, " neeraj pandey has a knack of bringing sports to life, and putting it right in your hands. the same is true of his handling of ms
dhoni, the greatest cricketer of our time. he is a sportsman who is as human as anybody else. the film is an ode to his humility and the joy he brings to his fans." speaking of the tamil version, manasi krishnaswamy

from daily news minute says, "it's not all about ms dhoni. the film has a strong character arc, with each character being given enough screen time to shine. it is a solid performance by sushant singh rajput, who takes
on the role of ms dhoni with aplomb. it's not all about him." the source said that initially, a few of dhonis business partners were keen to invest in his first production house. the former captain, however, felt that it

would be a good idea to first make a film himself. and that is where his interest in making a tamil film grew. 5ec8ef588b
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